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Abstract. In this paper, we apply a classification system based on the
hybridization of rough set methodology and generalization distribution
table to learn decision rules from uncertain data consisting of web usage.
The uncertainty appears only in decision attributes and is handled by the
belief function theory. Due to the uncertainty existing in the chosen web
usage mining database, the feature selection step used to construct our
classifier will be based on dynamic core approach which allows getting
better performance in uncertain and large database.
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Introduction

The Rough Sets (RS) [4] constitutes a sound basis for data mining. It is a successful technique of classification applied in several real-world applications which performs feature selection before generating rules. Many researchers have extended
rough sets and its applications to accommodate uncertainty and incomplete data
[1, 2, 6]. In this paper, we apply new classification approach denoted by Belief
Rough Set Classifier based on Generalization Distribution Table (BRSC-GDT)
[8] to discover hidden patterns from uncertain web usage database. The uncertainty appears only in decision attributes and is handled by the belief function
theory as understood in the transferable belief model (TBM). The web usage
mining dataset used in this paper was obtained from web access logs of the introductory computing science course at Saint Mary’s University. The visits were
clustered based on study patterns. Instead of using crisp assignment of a visit to
one of the three clusters (Studious, Crammers, Workers), the study associated a
basic belief assignment (bba). The resulting uncertain clustering was characterized using belief functions. To better handle the noise and the uncertain issues
existing in the chosen web usage mining database, the feature selection step used
to construct our classifier will be based on dynamic core which consists of the
more stable attributes which cannot be reduced from the decision table and the
more frequently appearing core in sub-decision tables created by random samples of a given decision table. Decision rules induced by means of dynamic core
are more appropriate to classify new objects.
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Rough set theory

In this section, we recall some basic notions related to RS [4]. Due to space
limitations, a familiarity with rough set theory is assumed. A decision table
(DT) is defined as A= (U, C, {d}), where U = {o1 , o2 , ....., on } is a nonempty
finite set of n objects called the universe, C = {c1 , c2 , ....., ck } is a finite set of k
condition attributes and d ∈
/ C is a distinguished attribute called decision. The
value set of d, called Θ ={d1 , d2 , ......., ds }. The rough sets adopt the concept
of indiscernibility relation to partition the object set U into disjoint subsets,
denoted by U/B or IN DB . The partition that includes oj is denoted [oj ]B . Let
B ⊆ C and X ⊆ U . We can approximate X by constructing the B − lower
and B − upper approximations of X, denoted B(X) and B̄(X), respectively. A
¯
reduct is a minimal subset of attributes from C that preserves the lower and
upper approximations and the ability to perform classifications. The core is the
most important subset of attributes, it is included in every reduct.
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Belief function theory

In this section, we briefly review the main concepts underlying the belief function
theory [5] as interpreted in the T ransf erable Belief M odel (TBM) [7]. The
latter is a useful model to represent quantified belief functions.
3.1

Basic concepts

Let Θ be a finite set of elementary events to a given problem, called the frame
of discernment. All the subsets of Θ belong to the power set of Θ, denoted by 2Θ .
The impact of a piece of evidence on the different subsets of the frame of
discernment Θ is represented by a basic belief assignment (bba).
The bba is a function m : 2Θ → [0, 1] such that:
X
m(E) = 1

(1)

E⊆Θ

The value m(E), named a basic belief mass (bbm), represents the portion of
belief committed exactly to the event E.
Associated with m is the belief function, denoted bel, corresponding to a specific bba m. The belief function bel assigns to every subset E of Θ the sum of
masses of belief committed to every subset of E by m [5]. Contrary to the bba
which expresses only the part of belief that one commits to E without being also
committed to Ē.
The belief function bel is defined for E ⊆ Θ, E 6= ∅ as:

Title Suppressed Due to Excessive Length

bel(E) =

X

m(F )
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(2)

∅6=F ⊆E
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BRSC-GDT based on dynamic core

Our classification approach called Belief Rough Set Classifier based on Generalization Distribution Table (BRSC-GDT) [8] can generate a set of rules from
uncertain databases with the minimal description length, having large strength
and covering all instances. This method is based on the hybrid system GDT-RS
[9]. The latter is a combinaison of the Generalization Distrution Table (GDT)
and the rough sets (RS). The main steps to construct BRSC-GDT method from
uncertain decision table under the belief function framework based on dynamic
core approach for feature selection are as follows:
Step 1. Creation of the GDT: This step can be omitted because the prior
distribution of a generalization can be calculated [9].
Step 2. Feature selection based on dynamic Core: We remove the superfluous condition attributes that are not in reducts. Nevertheless, computing
reducts from uncertain and noisy data leads to results which are unstable and
sensitive to the sample data. Therefore it is important to search stable reduct
containing dynamic core (if it is also a core of all subtables from a given family
F ).
Step 3. Definition of the compound object: Considering the indiscernibily
classes with respect to the condition attribute subset B as one object, called the
compound object.
Step 4. Elimination of the contradictory compound objects: Removing
the compound objects where the decision of their composing objects are not very
similar.
Step 5. Minimal description length of decision rule: Determining the sets
of all reduct values of the compound object.
Step 6. Selection of the best rules: Constructing the decision rules obtained
from the local reducts for each coumpond object. Then, we select only the best
rule having the best strength.
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Experimental results

In this section, we will report the experimental results by applying our classification technique on web usage mining dataset. Table 1 summarizes the results
relative to the three evaluation criteria : time requirement of learning, size of
models and Perecent of the Correct Classicfication (PCC).
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Conclusion

In this paper, belief classification approach based on rough sets named BRSCGDT have been applied to generate a classification model from uncertain data
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Table 1. The experimental results
Approaches

PCC (%)
certain case

BRSC-GDT

85.27

uncertain case

89.63

Size

Time
requirement
37
127

consisting of web usage. The uncertainty appears only in decision attributes and
is handled by the TBM. The feature selection step used to construct the BRSCGDT is based on the calculation of dynamic core to extract more relevant and
stable features for the classification process. We find interesting results that may
encourage users or experts in the web domain to use our classifiers.
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